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ConFErEnCE sCHEDUlE

mOnDay, June 23

 1:00 pm arrival
 1:10 pm greetings and introduction (Ulrike lindner)

  panel i: “Changing forms of labour in the 18th and 19th century”
 1:30 pm Matthias van rossum (leiden): 
  Transforming of the Coolie – case studies into changing coolie 
  labour relations in the Dutch empire (18th and 19th century)
 2:15 pm Ulrike lindner (Cologne): 
  indentured labour in sub-Saharan africa 1880s to 1918. 
  Circulation of concepts between imperial powers
 3:00 pm Michael Zeuske (Cologne): 
  Transition to free labour or other slavery? Slaves and 
  asiáticos in the Caribbean and in angola. (preliminary Thoughts)
 4:00 pm Coffe Break (Dozentencafé)

  panel ii: “bonded labour in Southeast asia” 
 4:30 pm oliver tappe (Cologne): 
  Variants of bonded labour in the highlands of precolonial 
  and colonial Southeast asia

 5:15 pm olivia Kilias (Berlin): 
  forms of bonded labour in Southeast asia: The case 
  of indoensian domestic workers in malaysia

TueSDay, June 23

  panel iii: “perspectives of migration and coolie culture 
  from and in the Carribean”
 9:00 am liliana Gomez (Harvard): 
  re-presenting and narrating labour. Coolie migration in the Caribbean
 9:45 am Gesine Müller (Cologne): 
  Cultural forms of representations of Coolies: Khal Torabully 
  and his concept of “Coolitude“
 10:45 am Coffee break (Dozentencafé)

  panel iV: „from slavery to sponsorhip-systems 
  in the arabian peninsula?“
 11:15 am alaine Hutson (austin): 
  remapping the slave experience in arabia, 1926-1938
 12:00 am sabine Damir Geilsdorf (Cologne): 
  labour migration and sponsorship-systems in the arab gulf States: 
  Changing legal frameworks, policies and practices
 1:00 pm Concluding Discussion

Indentured work migration was one of the biggest migration movements worldwide after slavery. since the 1840s, asian working migrants, 
called coolies, worked in the americas, africa, arab countries and sometimes Europe in schemes of unfree labour. similar forms of work 
organization and migration can be found until today. the conference aims at shedding light at the phenomenon of indentured labour in the 
Global south in contemporary and historical settings, bringing together researchers from history, cultural studies, social sciences and 
anthropology. Its contributions investigate institutional frameworks, migration flows and cultures of coolie labour and contract-workers. 


